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NOTHING TO SEE HERE. MOVE ALONG!

G’day, i’m Damo,
I’m an advertising creative, 
i’m 80% Art Director, 30% writer,
i come up with ideas, 

in a former life i’ve been a ux designer, 
data scientist and risk strategy manager,

i’m a total nerd too.

twitter - damienhashemi 
email - hello@damienhashemi.com

website - damienhashemi.com
mobile - 0423100773

https://twitter.com/damienhashemi
mailto:hello%40damienhashemi.com%20?subject=
http://damienhashemi.com


who i’ve worked for

who i’ve really  worked for



first 
choice
INSIGHT 

Coles’ First Choice Liquor were looking to run their 

first ever Christmas campaign. They wanted a 

campaign that would promote their entire product 

range. We realised that Christmas is more than 

Christmas Day. It’s a busy time of year with work 

parties, friends and relatives coming over. It’s a 

big series of events and you have to be prepared. 

   
IDEA 

Spoofing the doomsday show Preppers, where 

Americans go to extraordinary lengths to get 

ready for the end of the world, we go into 

the lives of an Australian family who are very 

preppered for the silly season. 

Originally the brief asked for editorial posts and 

a website, however the client loved the idea so 

much we were able to convince them to make a 

series of online videos.

VIEW VIDEOS

https://www.damienhashemi.com/preppers


fitbit

INSIGHT 

Competition drives us to do better, and be better. 

It pushes us to go further and achieve things we 

didn’t think were possible. That motivation is only

heightened when there is something worth 

fighting for.

   
IDEA 

We gave users  a reason to have a Showdown 

with a friend, and settle who is number #1 once 

and for all. We tapped into a range of tensions 

between mates, and encouraged Fitbit users to 

take their training to the next level. Using Fitbit’s 

sporting ambassador, Steve Smith, we highlighted 

traditional and unusual rivalries, and encouraged 

users to challenge their friends.



Berocca

INSIGHT 

Just as our personal energy levels go up and 

down, so do the energy levels of our suburbs, 

cities and countries.

   
IDEA 

Enter the Berocca Energy Index. It’s an online hub 

that measures the mental and physical energy 

of a suburb, city or country. Those places that are 

humming – great!

Those places that need a Berocca, we do 

something a little something special for  

them – with offers and pop-up events. 

It works by pulling in data from social 

platforms – think Twitter sentiment, Google 

search terms, Spotify BPMs, as well as indicators 

of physical energy – like people tracking beacons 

and weather data.



Carlsberg



To get closer to the action and to drive early 
tickets sales a TVC campaign reminded 
Australians to book sooner. This digital 
campaign used this insight to remind  
people what it’s like being at the tennis.

tennis 
australia 



telstra
Telstra offers many services. A long forgotten 
one is Bigpond movies, so we just gave 
customers a subtle reminder, with this poster 
and DM insert.



reflex
INSIGHT 

Aussies aren’t finishing the job when it comes to 

sustainability. They recycle paper but if they’re not 

buying recycled paper means they’re only getting 

the job half done.

   
IDEA 

Let’s demonstrate this to Australians by showing 

what it’s like when things literally get half done. 



reflex



nurofen



samsung



greenpeace
BRIEF 

Greenpeace wanted to make New Zealanders 

aware that their government still allows shark 

farming in their waters. The sharks are hunted by 

Japanese fishermen for their fins only.

IDEA  

Lets use the power of internet trolls to drive 

home the message to the Kiwi government. We 

launched a brand of New Zealand shark fin soup 

and allowed the public anger to pour in on social 

media.



vintage 
cellars
Campaign for the Vintage Cellers 
Wine club relaunch.



logos
A selection of word marks and logo’s  
i’ve created for campaigns and brands.

Logo for new health insurance challenger brand from AIA

Campaign logo for Michael Hill sponsored Love Index.

Campaign product logo for ME Bank children’s savings account, Mon-e Monster.

Shield and eagle inspired new logo for Australian Services Union. Old logo on right.

health insurance

Australian  
Services  Union

The

Love 
In



Telstra Health is a medical tech service from 
Telstra. Working with a UX designer we 
redesigned the entire site in 3 weeks

telstra health 
site redesign



telstra health 
site redesign



telstra 
business
Microsite to help Telstra small business 
customers transition to the NBN



An aggregator site which pulled content 
from Deakin students who participated in 
Deakin’s study abroad program

deakin uni 
#deakinabroad



factorie
faces of factorie
Competition website for teen fashion retailer. 
Site allows users to up load a video answering 
the question “what would you do if nothing 
stopped you?”



factorie
find your fit
BRIEF 

Budget teenage jean brand Factorie wanted to find 

a cool way to launch their new range of styles in a 

way that suited their sexy edgy attitude.

STRATEGY  

The insight was that each style could be 

associated to a fashion icon with a distinctive 

personality. It’s your personality not your body 

that says whether your suited a sexy tight leather 

look or more conservative high waisted jean.

IDEA

We created a fun microsite that asked quirky 

questions to figure out your personality type to 

recommend a jean.


